Professional Development for Clinical Research Professionals: Implementation of a Competency-Based Assessment Model
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Abstract: Aligning job descriptions at Duke University Schools of Medicine and Nursing with the Joint Task Force for Clinical Trial Competencies (JTFCTC) spurred additional related activities—namely, establishing professional pathways and career ladders for clinical research professional (CRP) positions. CRPs leave Academic Medical Centers for many reasons, but lack of career advancement opportunities is one of the top observations. Duke developed a competency-based tiering system for CRP job classifications. This process of Tier Advancement allows CRPs to advance their tier through demonstration of knowledge, skills, and abilities in a variety of clinical research competencies. Tier Advancement is point-based
and permits CRPs to advance within a single job classification, removing the need for onerous reclassification. The point-based nature of the system allows flexibility, in that CRPs can advance by demonstrating a limited set of in-depth specialized competencies or a breadth of responsibilities across a wide array of competencies. Tier Advancement has provided benefit to individual employees by offering an opportunity for self-driven career development. It has also benefited the institution by increasing CRP retention rates and allowed Duke to better understand current competency levels of its workforce.
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Background/Problem Statement

Clinical research careers have changed significantly concurrent with the increasing complexity of the research environment across all industries, including Academic Medical Center (AMC) sites (Califf, 2009). For clinical research professionals (CRPs) within academic research sites, the conduct of clinical research often involves a heavy regulatory burden, adoption of tools for study management and health system connections, data collection and sharing, and integrating internal and external processes (Gwede et al., 2005). Thus, the job of the clinical research professional has morphed, diversified, and in many cases specialized over time. While typical teams may include clinical research coordinators, research nurses, regulatory coordinators, and data coordinators or managers, there is significant variability of responsibilities and roles from program to program (Baer et al., 2011). This variability in jobs, and likely the background and credentials that are needed to fill those positions, has made it difficult to build an engaged workforce pipeline or promote clinical research as a profession. To address this challenge, Duke and others have worked toward the standardization of job descriptions and clinical research competencies for professionals (Sonstein et al., 2014). At Duke, existing clinical research staff were mapped into a defined, competency-based framework of positions (Brouwer et al., 2017). This institutionally-driven process of position mapping was successful in harmonizing clinical research competencies across a wide scope of clinical research units.

Standardizing job roles was only a first step toward clinical research workforce innovation. Skill development takes time, and true expertise in clinical research competencies can take even longer. In recent years, coordinators have opted to stay in jobs because they enjoy the interaction with participants; however, they are looking for opportunities for upward mobility (Getz, 2018). The clinical research coordinator (CRC) is at the center of patient care, safety, and research. The importance of having well-trained clinical research professionals is imperative to conducting rigorous, reproducible, quality research (Brandt et al., 2011). If institutions do not take notice, there is a great risk of loss of institutional knowledge should clinical research professionals leave for other opportunities. Employee turnover is known to be incredibly costly. It is suspected to be a minimum of $25K per employee (see Table 1 for formula). This formula was developed out of conversations with subject matter experts in the clinical research field and based on estimates of labor and cost of time. As with any profession, turnover of CRPs is costly to the institution, holds the workforce at a constant state of underdevelopment, and creates risk at the study level.
through participant retention (relationship with a CRC may drive participants back to study visits [Abshire et al., 2017]) and enrollment with protocol handoff (gaps in work or protocol suspension until replacement staff are identified). Along with salary and burnout, a primary reason CRPs leave their position is the perceived lack of career advancement opportunities (Center Watch Staff, 2015; Owens Pickle et al., 2017; Speicher et al., 2012). Retention of qualified staff depends on providing opportunities for career growth and empowering personnel to direct their own career advancement.

Table 1

*Estimated Costs of Bringing on New CRPs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onboarding and hiring a new staff member</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onboarding and training time for that individual (3 months without ability to contribute to revenue generation)</td>
<td>$13,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR costs associated with search and hiring process (personnel time, drug testing, background check, credentialing)</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training costs (estimated to involve 100 hours of senior staff/admin time @$100/hr)</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>$25,750</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The above is based on an average salary of $55,000 including total value of benefits for a starting, inexperienced Clinical Research Coordinator.

Historically at Duke University Schools of Medicine and Nursing, career advancement for CRPs often required “job hopping”—leaving one job in one part of Duke for another higher-level position in another part of Duke. Promotion decisions, while inclusive of the skill level of the employee, tended to weigh heavily on tenure, budgetary constraints, and existing needs for higher-level positions within departments or therapeutic areas. To the employee, career path opportunities were perceived to be limited to their own department, because there was not a uniform definition for CRP career advancement across the institution. These staff changes take a toll on research productivity, and such organizational turbulence leads to inequitable and subjective advancement. These inequities can compound across an organization, creating a workforce that is dissatisfied and unsettled, and encouraging internal competition due to lack of consistent definitions across departments (Breza et al., 2018). Ultimately, this culture can undermine employees’ sense of value within the workplace. A more objective competency-based advancement system could improve employee satisfaction and expand promotional opportunities if implemented across an institution (Center Watch Staff, 2015). National conversations indicate that few opportunities exist for employees to demonstrate their level of skill across clinical research competency areas.
While competency-based clinical research certifications are offered by independent organizations, such as ACRP and SOCRA, these are perceived by some as costly and may not directly influence career advancement. That said, certification does support professional development and should be pursued as one tool that staff may consider as part of “building their toolbox.” Due to a lack of an institution wide competency-based career advancement pathway, it was imperative to develop a track specific to clinical research professionals within the context of Duke’s defined job classifications (Brouwer et al., 2017). Duke’s Workforce Engagement and Resilience (WE-R) advancement initiative aimed to address the need for a clear, delineated career development pathway. This was satisfied by creating levels, or “tiers”, within each job classification, thus giving way to the name, Tier Advancement. The clinical research competencies and domains associated with Tier Advancement were developed in conjunction with subject matter experts and are founded on those developed by the Joint Task Force (Sonstein et al., 2014). Described here is the development and implementation of the WE-R Tier Advancement process, including: 1) defining the model, 2) developing assessment processes and tools, 3) launching the process, and 4) describing the impact of implementation across the Duke Schools of Medicine and Nursing.

Methods/Observations

Tier Advancement, an employee-driven, competency-based, career advancement pathway for clinical research professionals, was developed over several critical stages, each of which are described below. The documents and assessments that comprise the process can be found on the Duke WE-R website (https://medschool.duke.edu/node/97565).

Engaging the Research and Administrative Communities

The WE-R initiative grew out of the Clinical Research Professionals Working Group that is described extensively in “Using Competencies to Transform Clinical Research Job Classifications” (Brouwer et al., 2017). As with previous elements of the Clinical Research Professionals Working Group initiative, early buy-in and engagement from the Duke research community and executive leadership was essential in developing the Tier Advancement process. Early on, it was identified that the professional pathway should be: 1) transparent and achievable by the research community, 2) manageable for supervisors who may have large teams of staff and little time dedicated to each staff member’s development, and 3) understood and championed by those in leadership roles. To address these components, the WE-R initiative formed working groups composed of staff in the tiered roles, as well as in the roles that manage those classifications.

The working groups considered several elements important for an advancement model: relevance across the institution; fairness to employees; applicability of assessments; metrics of success; and burden on staff, managers, or others completing the central review. While the importance of a competency-based framework had been established, exactly how to measure competencies in clinical research had not (Sonstein et al., 2014). Therefore, working groups were tasked with defining a competency-based process for advancement. Workgroups considered several approaches to measure competencies, such as the use of study complexity scores, the number of studies, the role an individual held for each study, relevance of funding source and financial
responsibility, critical elements of leadership, the use of interviews or committee review, and the best modes to measure various competencies. While many approaches were discussed, only some of these were retained in a final advancement model. Once the working group had a strong proposed model for advancement, the WE-R team offered town hall presentations to the research community. Based on town hall feedback, the model was optimized.

Addressing the Heterogeneous Academic Research Environment

Another consideration of the Tier Advancement process was Duke’s diverse research environment. Large academic medical centers conduct a variety of research, including Phase 1 trials, complex investigator-initiated research, community-based research, epidemiological studies, and retrospective chart reviews, among others. In order to support this array of research, individual CRPs need to have distinct skillsets, requiring strengths in a variety of competency domains. Initially, the WE-R Tier Advancement process aimed for a model with tremendous standardization, requiring a core set of competencies in which all staff, regardless of role, met at least a fundamental level. The difficulty with this model was that some CRP roles, such as that of the Regulatory Coordinator, require a depth of responsibilities across a limited, specialized set of competencies, whereas other roles require a breadth of responsibilities across a wide array of competencies. After recognizing that this model would seriously limit the opportunity for many staff to advance, the core-competency structure was eliminated. Instead, a point-based competency model was implemented. This standardized, yet flexible model provides all CRPs an opportunity to: 1) advance by gaining points in competencies with which they are experienced and 2) choose to grow professionally in competencies that more closely align with their research type and/or classification. Details of this point-based model are described below.

In addition to opting for a point-based model, based on a standard set of competencies, an ‘other’ competency was implemented. This ‘other’ allows for CRPs to demonstrate skills or knowledge in a competency that is not identified in any other existing assessments. To qualify for inclusion in the Tier Advancement process, this competency must significantly contribute to the science or the study team. The CRP submits a description of the competency and provides a short description of the value that the competency brings to the research team or group. The WE-R team monitors submission via an application process to ensure that the competency listed does not fit into one that is already part of the process.

Defining an Advancement Model

Contributions from the working groups and research community guided the WE-R team to develop a model that serves our diverse workforce. The model’s key objectives were to: 1) create a series of standardized competency-based assessments that would enable CRPs to demonstrate skill across clinical research competencies relevant to their day-to-day job and 2) develop a way to measure and ascribe levels of skill within each competency that accurately distinguish degrees of capability, independence, and leadership.

Levels. Four levels for the competencies were defined: Fundamental, Skilled, Advanced, and Expert. Individuals performing at the Fundamental level require some coaching, assistance, or
direct oversight. An example of a Fundamental level of the competency associated with participant-level documentation would be a CRP who maintains participant-level documentation for at least one complex study with some supervision. CRPs at the Skilled level are expected to complete tasks independently, accurately, and be able to find and use available resources. Advanced level employees demonstrate a high level of skill and knowledge, have the ability to teach, mentor, or lead, and consistently apply critical thinking and problem solving when demonstrating the competency. Employees are considered Expert level in a particular competency when they have achieved the Advanced level and demonstrate leadership in a variety of unit, department, or division-level initiatives; they may oversee the work of research staff outside of their immediate unit. Due to the higher expectations for achieving the Advanced and Expert levels, these assessments often require additional documentation. The leveling structures and definitions that WE-R used in this model were further explored using the JTF competencies and published in 2018 by Sonstein et al.

Points. A flexible point-based system to allow for advancement within a heterogeneous research environment (Figure 1) was developed. A total of 37 competencies across Duke’s 5 clinical research competency domains (Research Operations, Safety and Ethics, Data, Scientific Concepts, and Site and Study Management) are available for assessment and point accumulation. The final assessments can be found on the WE-R website. Employees accumulate points to achieve each tier, and each tier above Tier 1 has an established threshold of minimum points (36 for Tier 2 and 84 for Tier 3). When employees demonstrate the Fundamental level within a specific competency, they accrue 1 point, demonstration of the Skilled level accrues 2 points, the Advanced level accrues 4 points, and the Expert level accrues 8 points.

Committee Review. In addition to accruing 84 points, successful advancement to the top level, Tier 3, requires a committee review of a submitted portfolio. Leadership and contribution are competencies that were not thought to be adequately captured within a standardized assessment. As these are both important pieces of higher-level professional development, a committee review was instituted to ensure these two concepts were applied fairly across all candidates seeking Tier 3. CRPs seeking Tier 3 were asked to provide documentation and letters of support that demonstrated leadership and contribution to the institution or research. These portfolios and collated assessments were reviewed by a committee.
Determining Assessment Mode

The working group of volunteer subject matter experts aimed to determine the best modes for assessing skill level within each competency area. They considered several important factors: the applicability and practicality of measurement modalities; the time investment on the part of the employees and their managers; and the feasibility of standardizing for regular and equitable assessment cycles. The working group believed the most applicable mode of assessment would be something that mimicked direct observation in a natural setting by an impartial expert. However, this would require a significant investment of time by many expert assessors, is incredibly difficult to standardize, and was deemed largely impractical. The least applicable, but most easily standardized mode, was a knowledge test that would assess employees’ understanding of a competency via a proctored exam. Knowledge tests require few central resources but do not assess application in the field and impose an increased time burden to employees. Further, it was recognized that managers are best able to assess their employees’ demonstration of competencies; however, creating an assessment that is both standardized and objective for managers to employ consistently is difficult.

Based on feedback from the working group, the WE-R team selected an assessment mode for
each competency that would balance applicability, objectivity, standardization, and time burden for all parties. While most competencies required a single assessment to achieve the Advanced designation, others required a secondary assessment. This was particularly true for competencies assessed only with the knowledge tests, as these were felt to be the least representative of “real world” implementation of the competency.

A total of five modes were implemented across the 37 competencies:

1. Knowledge tests contained approximately 20 multiple-choice questions.

2. Case studies required that the candidate review scenarios of varying complexity and answer questions via free-text response.

3. Self-report assessments asked employees to describe their level of responsibility with specific tasks associated with a competency, and provide free-text examples. Managers reviewed that description to attest to its accuracy and used predefined, competency-level criteria to determine the employee’s level for the competency (Fundamental, Skilled, Advanced). Clear scoring guides were embedded as part of the assessment.

4. Direct observation assessments involved a manager watching an employee execute a particular skill and completing a checklist of objective measures.

5. Centralized review involved a subject matter expert reviewing information submitted by the employee to an institutional application (e.g., electronic IRB submissions).

The above modes were used for testing employees seeking a Fundamental, Skilled, or Advanced designation. Achieving the Expert designation required an assessment that is somewhat different from the three lower levels. Any employee testing at the Expert level was required to first meet the Advanced criteria and then provide evidence of how they met four specific attributes of a given competency. The attributes are: 1) creating and overseeing unit-level systems related to the competency; 2) training others on this competency unit-wide and/or outside the immediate unit; 3) serving as unit or institutional expert for the competency; and 4) presenting as a go-to resource for multiple groups/staff. The manager and an independent third party must attest to the accuracy of the employee’s responses to the four attributes. All Expert competency submissions are reviewed by two subject matter experts to ensure equity across all units. Note, each employee could be assessed at the Expert level in no more than 3 competencies. This avoids the scenario in which a CRP could advance without demonstrating at least a Fundamental level in multiple competencies, which can create a too-narrow skillset. It also avoids overlap between high level tiers and the separate Senior job classifications (e.g., CRC, Sr), which are distinct job titles.

A great deal of early discussion centered on tiers for new employees, recognizing that employees may be hired with a broad range of prior experience. Ultimately, with significant input from HR, the decision was to assign all new employees to Tier 1. Differences in experience and education were analyzed against the classification salary range upon hire. New employees were then eligible for the next Tier Advancement cycle following completion of their 90-day new hire evaluation period. Employees would then receive the standard percentage salary increase if they successfully advanced to a new tier. This process allowed for equitable salary placement while maintaining
advancement based on the demonstration of competencies. Employees, whether new hires or mapped, were not restricted from attempting advancement directly from Tier 1 to Tier 3. This was important to address new employees who were entering Duke with extensive experience and already had a strong competency portfolio.

Process

Piloting the Tiering Process and Assessments

The Tier Advancement process and assessments were piloted prior to the initial cycle, by testing the process and assessments with 33 employees and 29 managers. These staff members were from a variety of research units across the AMC. Duke’s clinical research structure is divided by therapeutic area. The WE-R group attempted to utilize participants from each clinical research therapeutic area to promote generalizability to all types of research. Managers and employees were asked to complete four assessments each. Leadership within the research unit ensured that participants were testing a variety of competencies.

Following completion of the assessments, staff were asked to fill out a brief survey about the process. The surveys collected data on: 1) who participated, 2) their perception of the comprehensiveness, fairness, and quality of assessment(s), 3) the competency level tested, 4) time burden, and 5) how the assessment affected employee confidence when considering electing for Tier Advancement. Feedback indicated that approximately 85% of participants thought the assessments were easy to understand, fair, and did not contain any critical mistakes. The WE-R team also evaluated each assessment and shortened those that were considered to be too time consuming. Unless significant changes were made to the assessment, employees were permitted to retain the assessments they completed during the pilot process in an official Tier Advancement cycle.

Preparing for and Tracking the Tier Advancement Process

Tier Advancement was launched in October 2017, and two cycles per year were offered to employees (Figure 2). Any changes in tier and salary based on achievement in the first cycle would go into effect in March 2018.
At the beginning of the first cycle, employees and managers were provided with an early prototype of what was later named the “Readiness Tool.” This tool was designed to guide conversations between employees and managers about whether employees were ready, or at an appropriate point in their career, for Tier Advancement. Employees and managers would complete this tool together by reading the summary expectations for each level of each competency. They would then mark whether each competency was part of the employee’s job and what level they believed the employee to be at. By tallying up the points at the end of the tool, the manager and employee could determine the employee’s readiness for Tier Advancement. This tool was further refined throughout the process and is shown in Figure 3.
On the WE-R website, a section for Tier Advancement was created and is publicly accessible so employees and managers can identify and obtain items needed for the Tier Advancement process, such as the Readiness Tool, Assessments, and Scoring Guides. Most assessments are available in their entirety in Microsoft Word format so they can be completed electronically or on paper. Scoring Guides were provided for most assessments to ensure transparency of assessment criteria to employees and managers. For knowledge tests, scoring guides were not available—instead, 5-10 knowledge objectives were published. The knowledge objectives describe what would be covered by each test with the intention that employees clearly understand expectations at each competency level. Assessments and associated scoring guides can be viewed on the Duke WE-R website (https://medschool.duke.edu/node/97565).

Prior to the Tier Advancement cycle, a single point of contact (SPOC) was designated by leadership within each clinical research unit (CRU), which is the staffing organization for all CRPs at Duke. The SPOC is responsible for: 1) ensuring staff are eligible for advancement, 2) submitting the staff’s information to WE-R when they are ready for Tier Advancement, 3) disseminating Tier Advancement assessment results to individual employees and their managers, 4) educating newly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPETENCY</th>
<th>FUNDAMENTAL (1)</th>
<th>SKILLED (2)</th>
<th>ADVANCED (4)</th>
<th>My manager and I think I am...</th>
<th>ESTIMATED POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contracts and Agreements</td>
<td>Recognizes when typical agreements (MTAs, CTAs, CDAs, DUAs, DTAIs, etc.) are necessary and can identify collaborative efforts.</td>
<td>Recognizes when agreements and related documents (MTAs, CTAs, CDAs, DUAs, DTAIs, etc.) are necessary, and the procedures to follow.</td>
<td>For complicated scenarios, recognizes when all types of agreements (MTAs, CTAs, CDAs, DUAs, DTAIs, etc.) are necessary and verifies procedures to follow, including special terms that may need to be included.</td>
<td>□ Fundamental (1) □ Skilled (2) □ Advanced (4)</td>
<td>Enter 1, 2, or 4 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA Regulatory Submissions</td>
<td>Assists with the preparation or maintenance of FDA regulatory submissions on at least one PI-initiated study overseen by the FDA.</td>
<td>Prepares and maintains FDA regulatory submissions independently on at least one PI-initiated study overseen by the FDA.</td>
<td>Prepares and maintains FDA regulatory submissions on more than one PI-initiated study overseen by the FDA.</td>
<td>□ Fundamental (1) □ Skilled (2) □ Advanced (4)</td>
<td>Enter 1, 2, or 4 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Regulatory Policies and Processes</td>
<td>Scores at least 60% on knowledge test and associated objectives.</td>
<td>Scores at least 80% on knowledge test and associated objectives.</td>
<td>Advanced understanding of institutional regulatory policies and processes, as evidenced by at least 90% correct on knowledge test.</td>
<td>□ Fundamental (1) □ Skilled (2) □ Advanced (4)</td>
<td>Enter 1, 2, or 4 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hired staff on the Tier Advancement process, and 5) ensuring that communication regarding changes and updates to the Tier Advancement process is shared within the unit. Regionalizing contacts within each unit allowed for appropriate assignment of assessments and streamlined communications about the cycles and process.

The WE-R team used a web-based data collection tool, REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture [Harris et al., 2009]), for managing data related to the Tier Advancement process. Initially, the database housed data regarding results and assessments for managers and employees. Later, the information expanded to include the collection of nominations for Tier Advancement, dissemination of centrally scored assessments, and administration of proctored testing. The use of REDCap also assisted in streamlining notifications to managers and employees via automatic emails that could be disseminated based on programming within the system. It reminded employees and managers when assessments were due, included links to surveys that needed to be completed for data collection purposes, and allowed attachments of completed forms for employee and manager records.

**Employee Testing and Manager Scoring**

Once an employee officially entered into the Tier Advancement process, they and their manager were given a deadline by which all assessments must be completed, scored (if appropriate), and uploaded. Employees completed the self-report assessments and returned the information to their managers for scoring and determining competency level (Fundamental, Skilled, Advanced). Employees scheduled time with their manager to complete the appropriate direct observations of their competency demonstration. Assessments that were scored or handled centrally (proctored knowledge test, proctored case studies, and centralized review) had earlier deadline dates, as the WE-R team had to assemble experts for scoring. At the close of the cycle, managers electronically recorded the level achieved for each competency, and uploaded a single file of all assessments and scoring sheets into REDCap. A WE-R team member entered the level achieved for each centrally-scored assessment. Scores in REDCap were audited by the WE-R team to ensure they accurately reflected the documentation submitted.

**Committee Review for Advanced Tiers**

As mentioned previously, advancement to Tier 3 required an additional step—portfolio review by committee. In earlier cycles of the Tier Advancement process, WE-R requested portfolios without giving much guidance beyond asking for items that demonstrated leadership and contribution. Later, WE-R provided the employees with standardized guidelines for their portfolio packet submission. These guidelines were developed out of conversations with the committees about what content would best enable them to review information and make effective advancement decisions. The current portfolio guidelines require a standardized narrative template, an updated CV, full submission of any competency assessments, additional documentation that describes their contributions to their unit, division, department, or institution, and at least two letters of recommendation for advancement.
Portfolios packets were sent to committee members ten business days in advance of the committee meeting date. Committees were comprised of senior employees in clinical research across the Duke Schools of Medicine and Nursing. A WE-R team member attended to ensure the criteria for Tier Advancement was applied consistently and assist with interpretation of the criteria and the process. An HR representative attended to ensure that inappropriate considerations were not included in the discussion, such as performance ratings and informal character assessments. Each employee’s portfolio was assigned a primary reviewer, who reviewed the candidate’s portfolio and assessments in-depth, and made a verbal recommendation to the committee. The reviewer was typically assigned based on: a) being from a unit different from the candidate, b) having a role somewhat congruent with the candidate (e.g., Regulatory Coordinator Senior reviewing a potential Regulatory Coordinator, Tier 3 candidate), and c) having a research portfolio similar to the candidate. After presenting an overview of the candidate and recommending advancement (or not), the committee was able to ask questions and ultimately vote. If a candidate received a majority of favorable votes, they would advance to the tier they applied for. HR and WE-R members did not vote, unless one of the committee members had to recuse themselves due to a bias. If a candidate was not advanced to Tier 3, the committee worked together to provide constructive feedback as to how this employee might build a more competitive portfolio to be considered at a later date. This feedback was shared with the manager when results were disseminated.

Note that if employees did not meet the required 84-point threshold for Tier 3 applications, their portfolio packet was not reviewed by the committee during that cycle. However, it could be reviewed in future cycles after the point threshold was achieved.

Much debate has occurred within the communities involved on whether an appeals process should be created for those who did not successfully advance. To minimize the involvement of WE-R in performance issues, appeals have been placed entirely within the domain of HR and outside of WE-R or committee determination.

**Collecting Feedback**

After each cycle of Tier Advancement, but prior to sharing individual employee results of the process, WE-R collected feedback from managers and employees. After receiving survey responses, WE-R conducted focus groups to obtain feedback on how the process and assessments might be improved in future cycles.

**Disseminating Results**

Results were shared with each unit’s SPOC. For each candidate, SPOCs were provided with the outcome tier and a summary report indicating the resulting level (Fundamental, Skilled, Advanced, Expert) for each competency assessment. A depiction of the summary report can be seen below in Figure 4. If an employee did not advance to the desired tier, a WE-R team member had a one-on-one conversation with the manager prior to the dissemination of results. During this discussion, the manager was provided with talking points and was given an opportunity to ask questions related to the employee’s unsuccessful attempt. The School of Medicine Human
Resources collaborated with central Compensation and Payroll to calculate and implement any salary changes due to the advancement, and communicated to business and departmental HR managers, who then disseminated information to managers and employees as appropriate.

**Figure 4**

*Tier Advancement Results Sample*

### Results of Tier Advancement

**Employee Information**
- Name: John Smith
- Unit/Department: Medicine
- Division: Pulmonary
- Current Title: Clinical Research Coordinator, Tier 2
- Target Tier: Tier 3
- Point total: 89
- Final Tier Decision: Tier 3

**Results of Assessment**

**Research Operations**
- Contracts and Agreements: Fundamental
- FDA Regulatory Submissions:
- Institutional Regulatory Policies and Processes: Advanced
- International Regulatory Documentation:
- Investigational Products Overall: Fundamental

### SAFETY & ETHICS

![Safety & Ethics Diagram]

**Adverse Events**
- Advanced

**Sponsor/Regulatory Reporting**
- Skilled

**Navigating the Ethics Review Process (IRB)**
- Fundamental

**Development of Informed Consent Documentation and Plan**
- Fundamental
Support and Communication

WE-R recognized that providing tools and navigation throughout the Tier Advancement process would be important for employees and managers. To that end, several opportunities were offered for employees and managers to ask questions, receive guidance, and discuss challenges. Examples include a step-by-step “welcome to the process” packet, weekly in-person office hours, and a central e-mailbox. In addition, WE-R offered relevant training sessions for managers and employees (e.g., “difficult conversations”) in cases where the manager may not feel the employee is ready for advancement.

To facilitate communication and transparency, an easily accessible website was created where managers and staff could access materials relevant to the process. A series of town halls was conducted to discuss the implementation of this process and allow for questions. Both of these components, as well as the implementation of a unit situated SPOC, have been critical in keeping the research community engaged and informed during this process.

Outcomes

Participation

Duke’s CRP workforce typically encompasses over 800 staff, with more than half of those staff in tiered positions. As of August 2019, four Tier Advancement cycles had been completed. During those cycles, SPOCs submitted 193 staff in CRC, Clinical Research Nurse Coordinator, or Regulatory Coordinator positions for participation in Tier Advancement. Of those, 149 CRPs completed Tier Advancement and 44 withdrew from the process. Table 2 indicates the number of employees in each position who completed Tier Advancement and notes what their target tier was.

Table 2

Tier Advancement Participation Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tiered Position</th>
<th>Goal Tier 2</th>
<th>Goal Tier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Research Nurse Coordinator (CRNC)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Coordinator (RGC)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Participation</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Success Rates**

As shown in Figure 5, 82% of Tier Advancement participants advanced at least one tier. One staff member in the CRNC job classification advanced from Tier 1 to Tier 3. Almost all with a target tier of 2 (89%) succeeded in achieving Tier 2 with a mean point total of 47 for all participants. Of those attempting Tier 3, 28 (70%) met the 84-point threshold with a mean point total of 86 for all participants and advanced to committee review of their portfolio; of those reviewed by committee, 63% advanced to Tier 3.

**Figure 5**

*Tier Advancement Outcomes by Position*
Revising Assessments and Processes in Response to Feedback

Following each cycle, feedback was gathered about the process via surveys and focus groups. In the survey, managers and employees who completed the Tier Advancement process were asked whether the process allowed them to exhibit their (or their employee’s) competence as a research professional using a rating scale of 1 (no confidence) to 10 (complete confidence). After the first cycle, employees demonstrated moderate levels of confidence (mean = 5.2) and managers expressed moderately high levels of confidence (mean = 6.1). After the most recent cycle, confidence levels for both groups increased slightly; employees’ mean confidence score increased to 5.4 and managers’ mean score increased to 6.8. Further process improvements showed a decrease in the average time spent by each employee completing assessments, as shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6**

*Tier Advancement Time Spent on Process by Tiered Employees*

![Time Spent Chart]

Participant feedback encouraged several changes, such as moving to shared cloud-based folders for managing assessments, scoring guides, and portfolios, creating online training modules about the Tier Advancement process, combining assessments and scoring guides into a single form to reduce unnecessary document management, and moving proctored testing administration into REDCap versus the Learning Management System. Due to a lack of attendance and the mobile nature of the coordinator job, office hours were changed from in-person to virtual, which allowed for greater accessibility and easier scheduling. Welcome Packets for managers and employees were made available via the website. These packets provide additional information on the
process, responsibilities, scoring, and timelines for Tier Advancement. They were developed in response to feedback from managers and employees regarding a limited understanding of the Tier Advancement process steps.

By cycle four, the process was well-established and few new opportunities for optimization were presented. Optimizations made during the first three cycles included: 1) limiting each assessment to a single mode, except for a few Advanced and Expert-level assessments, 2) streamlining data collection and communication processes, and 3) harmonizing length for knowledge assessment tests.

As indicated previously, guidance regarding the portfolio has changed over time. These written guidelines, which better articulate the institution’s view of leadership and professionalism, have launched a series of professional development sessions hosted by the Research Professionals Network at Duke. The series covers strategies for portfolio development, mentorship, and career development.

Conclusions/Reflections/Future Steps

The design and implementation of a broad competency-based career advancement model was a lengthy, multilayered, dynamic process involving numerous stakeholders, from clinical research professionals to human resources. Without the involvement of these stakeholders from day one, this process would not have been successful.

Timing is Important

The Tier Advancement process was developed while still in the process of mapping Duke’s clinical research workforce into a standardized set of well-defined, tiered job classifications. Completing the job mapping prior to launching the Tier Advancement process was critical for two reasons. First, the concept of clinical research competency domains being used to define the aspects of CRP jobs needed to be socialized among the research community. Second, by mapping staff into appropriate classifications, each employee would proceed through advancement from a common baseline. Likewise, implementing a structured and objective advancement process after mapping was important to replace outdated seniority or familiarity-based advancement norms. While not all employees were satisfied with their mapped positions, the opportunity to drive their own advancement, shortly following mapping, ameliorated some of that dissatisfaction. Early in the process, two advancement cycles were offered each year to allow ample opportunities for all employees to attempt advancement. This has shifted to an annual cycle in 2020 to reduce the administrative burden on the WE-R team, managers, HR, and business managers. An annual cycle should also provide a more realistic pace for employees to complete assessments while still maintaining a frequency that allows sufficient opportunity to advance.

Culture Change Requires Significant Proactive Planning and Change Management

An employee-driven system of advancement based on structured demonstration of competency is entirely different from any system that had previously been in place within Duke University. Historically, advancement was determined by very individual factors within specific groups,
based on education, seniority, budget, relationships, and local leadership opportunities. While investigators and leadership across the institution fundamentally understood the importance of equity and growth opportunities within the workforce, the specific impacts of these various advancement modalities in undermining equity and quality were not universally recognized. Therefore, it was crucial to have early and frequent conversations with staff, managers, and research leadership about movement and progression. Multiple town halls were held throughout the process, both during development and implementation of Tier Advancement. Planning committees included faculty, staff, and administration, all with unique viewpoints that proved critical in developing the process and in generating buy-in across these stakeholder communities.

**Difficult Conversations and Manager Support are Needed**

It is common for managers to struggle with having difficult conversations with employees. In the context of this project, managers struggled to address readiness for advancement. HR was engaged to provide regular difficult conversation training with managers during each cycle. The Readiness Tool allows managers to objectively walk employees through advancement expectations, which alleviates some of the anxiety related to having these difficult conversations. A training module was created, and is available to all managers, to assist in standardized scoring of self-report assessments. Lastly, individual conversations are held with each manager when an employee does not meet the requirements for advancement before general results are released. All of these tools provide managers opportunities to build skills and ask questions that may assist them in having these conversations. The continued development of manager-facing training sessions on specific aspects of the process are crucial to help them navigate discussions with their employees and more easily address their assessment requirements.

**Performance and Education are Separate from Demonstration of Competency**

The idea of “competencies” is not a new concept but has not been widely used among the clinical research workforce prior to the release of the Joint Task Force recommendations in 2014 (Sonstein et al., 2014). While competency-based clinical research certifications, conferences, and presentations are a consideration, they may not have direct impact on competency demonstration. There is a fine balance between attendance and takeaway. Staff are encouraged to not only attend professional development courses but take the knowledge and apply it to the research being conducted, thus demonstrating competence. However, the recognition of time and effort that goes into earning and maintaining a directly applicable professional certification has been added as a part of the currently operating Tier Advancement process.

The WE-R team struggled with the perceived conflation of “doing my job well” through performance and demonstration of specific competencies. While work has been done to socialize the ideas of competency domains through town halls and inclusion of resources on the WE-R webpage, the distinctions between job performance, educational pursuit, and competency demonstration continues to be a challenge. Moreover, the idea that one can be performing their job extremely well, yet still not be performing work commensurate with a high tier level is another confounding factor that can lead to dissatisfaction with results. Limits have been set on the advancement process so that employees who are struggling with performance, as indicated by
a “needs improvement” during their most recent performance evaluation, are not eligible for Tier Advancement until these performance issues have been resolved. Managers are encouraged to discuss Tier Advancement during their annual performance conversations and use the Readiness Tool to guide goal setting. The goal is to make competency evaluations as clear and objective as possible so that the process is not used to address performance issues.

**Tracking Results Can Lead to Better Training and Resources**

In the past, clinical research training has been focused primarily on the principal investigator (Calvin-Naylor et al., 2017). Now, the Tier Advancement process has provided a wealth of information that can be utilized to continually improve Duke’s workforce and create effective training opportunities that advance competency among our clinical research staff (Association of Clinical Research Professionals, 2018). There is now transparency into strengths and weaknesses across competency areas, as demonstrated by Figure 7. The figure displays all staff members who tested for a specific competency within the Research Operations domain, submitted the assessment, and scored either Fundamental, Skilled, or Advanced. By continually evaluating assessment results, new educational opportunities, experiences, and training to address weak areas within the workforce can be created. Competency profiles across divisions and therapeutic areas can be tracked and shared with leadership in those groups to both share strengths or address weaknesses before large problems develop. It is too early to measure the effect of this targeted training on the clinical research community. Future plans to measure how these trainings have affected site quality, such as enrollment rates, avoidable protocol deviations, and audit findings, are in development.
Early data suggests that the Tier Advancement process has positively impacted retention among CRPs at Duke (Stroo et al., 2020). As demonstrated in Figure 8, there is an upward trend of CRPs remaining at Duke for more than two years. The workforce response has been incredibly positive about the experience. Clinical research professionals at Duke are pleased that they can now grow their careers through competency development and appreciate the creation of an objective professional pathway where one did not previously exist. Ultimately, this advancement process provides an opportunity for managers and employees to jointly develop a transparent plan for career advancement. Staff have the opportunity to carve a professional pathway for themselves and envision a long-term career at Duke.
Paving the Way for Career Advancement at Academic Medical Centers

Much of the competency alignment and career advancement work that has been done by well-known clinical research associations, such as ACRP and SOCRA, is focused on industry based clinical research professionals, which does not always translate directly to the CRPs within an academic medical center. In an effort to promote adaptation, rather than re-invention, all of the work developed on Tier Advancement and the mapping of clinical research staff into competency based positions (Brouwer et al., 2017) has been published to the Duke WE-R website (https://medschool.duke.edu/node/97565). Duke has created strong partnerships with the University of Alabama Birmingham as they have utilized our framework to move their clinical research staff into competency-based job classifications under their Clinical Research Career Ladder. Many other academic medical institutions (including Johns Hopkins University, Medical University of South Carolina, MD Anderson Cancer Center, Ohio State University, University of Michigan, Boston University) have called upon the WE-R team to assist in implementing portions of the competency framework. This initiative is just the beginning of creating a larger workforce change for clinical research professionals at academic medical centers.

Duke recognizes both the opportunities and challenges associated with launching an overhaul of clinical research professional job classifications with an accompanying annual commitment for Tier Advancement. This project is more than reworking job descriptions and professional advancement. WE-R is a commitment for clinical research managers and institution
administration to work together with clinical research staff in supporting competency and job growth amongst the clinical research workforce at Duke. This partnership, trust, and engagement with clinical research staff is necessary to produce the highest quality research. The clinical research infrastructure owes it to the participants, investigators, sponsors and Duke to employ a committed, high-quality clinical research workforce. Clinical research changes health care—without it, there is only standard of care. There is a need to work together to support the development of the workforce responsible for advancing clinical research efficiently and safely. WE-R (and other competency-based framework adoption) is an important step in understanding how clinical research is advanced to benefit everyone.
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